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Chapter 10

Appendix

10.1 Efficient clustering in unstructured networks

Here we list a piece of C++code that can efficiently group together a set of
unstructured points. We only know the point coordinates and we have a set
of point index pairs representing links. The code refers in many places to
the color of a point. Initialy this is set to a unique index, each greater than
the total number of particles, afterwards all points connected together share
the same color. The code has been slightly rewritten to increase readabil-
ity, for example the std::map〈T,U〉::find() == std::map〈T,U〉::end() construction
might be unclear to people not familiar with C++so this has been changed to
psuedocode "contains()".

The algorithm works by effectively keeping track of two arrays of colors.
The first is on the points themselves, the second is the colormap. The values
in the first array are pointers into the second array. Each point in the second
array points to the left or nowhere. If it points to the left, that indirection
should be followed recursively until it points nowhere. If a point in the second
array points nowhere, that index in the array is the final cluster index.

The first stage constructs the two arrays, the second stage performs the
final cluster index lookup for each point.

void Detector::ColorLoop(vector<CPoint> Points, vector<CLink> Links)

{

map<int, int> ColorMap;

map<int, int> ColorMapMap;

int ClusterCount = 1;

// Do a single pass over all links, construct a map that contains

// redirections to eventually the correct cluster index.

for (vector<CLink>::iterator iLink = Links.begin();

iLink != Links.end(); ++iLink)

{
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int Color1 = m_Points[iLink->P1()].GetColor();

int Color2 = m_Points[iLink->P2()].GetColor();

int MaxColor = Color1 > Color2 ? Color1 : Color2;

if (Color1 < Color2)

m_Points[iLink->P1()].SetColor(Color2);

else

m_Points[iLink->P2()].SetColor(Color1);

// None found

if (!ColorMap.contains(Color1) && !ColorMap.contains(Color2))

{

ColorMap[MaxColor] = ClusterCount;

ClusterCount++;

}

// Only Color2 found

if (!ColorMap.contains(Color1) && ColorMap.contains(Color2))

{

if (Color1 > Color2)

ColorMap[Color1] = ColorMap[Color2];

}

// Only Color1 found

if (ColorMap.contains(Color1) && !ColorMap.contains(Color2))

{

if (Color2 > Color1)

ColorMap[Color2] = ColorMap[Color1];

}

// Both found, conflict, resolve by going all the way down

// and merging to lowest value

if (ColorMap.contains(Color1) && ColorMap.contains(Color2))

{

int Lowest1 = ColorMap[Color1];

while (ColorMap.contains(Lowest1) && (Lowest1 != ColorMap[Lowest1]))

Lowest1 = ColorMap[Lowest1];

int Lowest2 = ColorMap[Color2];

while (ColorMap.contains(Lowest2) && (Lowest2 != ColorMap[Lowest2]))

Lowest2 = ColorMap[Lowest2];

if (Lowest1 < Lowest2)

ColorMap[Lowest2] = Lowest1;

else

ColorMap[Lowest1] = Lowest2;

}

}

// For each point hop through the map to get to the actual index

// for its cluster

for (vector<CPnt>::iterator iPoint = m_Points.begin();
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iPoint != m_Points.end(); ++iPoint)

{

if (ColorMap.find(iPoint->GetColor()) != ColorMap.end())

{

int NewColor = ColorMap[iPoint->GetColor()];

while (ColorMap.contains(NewColor) && NewColor != ColorMap[NewColor])

NewColor = ColorMap[NewColor];

iPoint->SetColor(NewColor);

}

}

}

10.2 Structure factor calculation

Calculating the static structure factor can be a time consuming task if not
done properly. The structure factor is given by

S(~k ) = 1
N

N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1
e(i~k · ~rij ).

A careful observer will notice the double summation, something that you typ-
ically try to avoid in computer programs since it is an indication of at least
O(n2) complexity.

Fortunately there is a neat way of rewriting the equation so that it be-
comes linear in the amount of particles. We start by writing S(~k ) as

S(~k ) = 1
N

N∑

i=1

∑

j=1
Nei~k ·(~ri−~rj ) (10.1)

= 1
N

N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1
e(i~k ·~ri)e(i~k ·~rj ) (10.2)

= 1
N

N∑

i=1
e(i~k ·~ri)

N∑

j=1
e(−i~k ·~rj ) (10.3)

= 1
N

N∑

i=1
cos(~k · ~ri) + i sin(~k · ~ri)

N∑

j=1
cos(−~k · ~rj ) + i sin(−~k · ~rj )(10.4)

= 1
N

N∑

i=1
cos(~k · ~ri) + i sin(~k · ~ri)

N∑

j=1
cos(~k · ~rj ) − i sin(~k · ~rj ) (10.5)
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and now since all the sin(..) cos(..) terms vanish because they directly cancel
each other out and all the sin(~k · ~ri) cos(~k · ~rj ) with i 6= j are on average 0 we
get

S(~k ) = 1
N

N∑

i=1
cos2(~k · ~ri) + sin2(~k · ~ri) (10.6)

which is a single summation.
Now the second thing to keep in mind when calculating structure factors

is that the length associated with ~k has to fit an integer number of times in
the system box. An abbreviated version of our actual implementation is shown
here. This code is easily extended to handle multi species structure factors.

void StructureFactor(int Mode, SParameters Prmtrs, SParticle* pPrts)

{

static double Sk[3][SIZE]; // SIZE = 100

static int updates = 0;

double Kv[3][SIZE];

switch(Mode)

{

case MODE_INIT:

for (int i = 0; i < SIZE; i++)

{

Sk[0][i] = Sk[1][i] = Sk[2][i] = 0;

for (int dim = 0; dim < 3; dim++)

Kv[dim][i] = (double)(i + 1) * (2 * PI / Prmts.boxsize[dim]);

}

break;

case MODE_UPDATE:

updates++;

for (int dim = 0; dim < 3; dim++)

{

for (int ki = 0; ki < SIZE; ki++)

{

double a = 0, b = 0;

for (int i = 0; i < Prmts.NP; i++)

{

a += cos (Kv[dim][ki] * pPrts[i].Pos[dim]);

b += sin (Kv[dim][ki] * pPrts[i].Pos[dim]);

}

Sk[dim][ki] += a*a + b*b;

}
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}

break;

case MODE_FINALIZE:

for (int i = 0; i < SIZE; i++)

for (int dim = 0; dim < 3; dim++)

Sk[sim]i] /= (double)(updates * Prmtrs.NP);

...// Sk now contains correct structure factor

break;

}

}
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